Iterate - The Five Key Practices of
Fast, Flexible Management Teams
sm

(8 hours, instructor-led workshop)

GROUP HARMONICS

OVERVIEW

Do you need your people working together on the bigger picture instead of arguing over their pieces of it? Do you need your team to make better decisions in less
time and implement them more completely? Are you interested in what 70 years of
research and experience have taught us about the role and behaviors of management in the most successful organizations, and how to improve them in yours? Are
you drowning in painful management meetings?
As a manager in a world where technology, customer needs, market forces, and/or
sm
other constraints change quickly, you need to know about Iterative Management !
It’s the best way to turn any group of managers into a team of synchronized leaders
that adjusts the organization’s efforts as new information becomes available, and
coordinates its most intelligent next step, every step of the way.
In this one-day, highly interactive session based on Ed Muzio’s groundbreaking
book of the same name, you’ll practice the processes and behaviors that convert
silos, territorialism, and conflict into useful dialogues that create greater output. In
the process, you’ll learn the Five Key Practices that enable the highest-performing
management teams to Iterate – that is, to work with each other, with other managers, and with individual contributors so that your whole organization is always taking
the best next step toward the results you’ve defined.

PARTICIPANTS WILL
•
•
•
•
•

Discover specific tools for keeping individuals and groups focused on output, while simultaneously
building trust.
Learn how to keep staff and other meetings focused on taking action, and how to avoid long-winded
status presentations.
Get better at overseeing group decisions making, and learn to recognize potential problems with
group work in advance.
Find the only approach to cross-functional teamwork that creates rational results and avoids 		
manager overload.
See how to position individual contributors for higher output and more accurate forecasting.

AUDIENCE

This training is appropriate for managers at all levels, project managers, content experts, project leads, and anyone else whose job requires the collaborative achievement of results. No pre-work or prior training or experience
is required. Minimum enrollment restrictions apply.

You can learn more about Iterative Managementsm:
IterateNow.com
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